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America is hidden under a mountain of problems

mpirg
"America, America. A
great and powerful country.
Like some strong horse pulling the rest of the world up
behind it out of the slough of
despond, towards peace and
prosperity."
"But will America stay the
course?"
(Winston Churchill to Stewart Aslop summer of 1950)
It is now the winter of 1975,
the weather is freezing your
buns off, the economy is going

77 WEST 3rd ST.
(Next to

Minnesota Public Interest Research Group

ka-put, the President has ica of our forefathers has Minnesota to improve our
announced that gas prices are gone. quality of life, it is one of over
going up and pollution stan25 PIRG's across the country.
dards down. Life has gotten to
That America is still there,
be a real bummer.
it is hidden somewhere beA long time ago, in 1946,
neath a mountain of problems Albert Einstein said, "Our
Students of today are faced and misjudged priorities. representatives depend ulwith the same dilemma as What are our priorities? Is it a timately on decisions made in
their counter-parts of the high standard of living so our the village square...To the
1960's. "What can I do, I have children can live in a world of village square we must carry
no say." The students of the pollution? I hope not! Is it big the facts of atomic energy.
60's took to the streets and business first, so our children From there must come Ambrought an end to the War, will be forced to surcome to ericas voice." The facts are
but it was only a short term consumer injustices? I hope just beginning to come as to
action. They produced no real not! Is it the haves over the the dangers of nuclear power.
change in America, people have nots? Again I hope not!
In 1973 citizens of the
still wonder where the Amer- Will America stay the course?
State of Minnesota threw
We are the future. We will away enough beverage cans
decide our fate. It has been to stretch around the equator
said that the idealists of the three times and U.S. citizens
60's are the cynics of the 70's. spend two billion dollars
True or not, it doesn't have to a year on unnecessary prebe. We have a voice. We may scription drugs.
complain about the silent
majority, but we may become
If you would like to see a
it. Only you as an individual change in these areas or any
can decide.
other related to environmental quality, consumer protecMPIRG is working to put tion, resource planning, etc
America on the right course. Come to the MPIRG office and
It functions on the old corney get involved.
cliche, "working within the
office: 111 Phelps Hall
system." But it does work.
phone: 452-8520
MPIRG works in the State of
hours: 12-4 pm.
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moans & groans

The Pulling of
the Plug at WSC

Try a new technique, boys, but not all
at once. We could go into shock

Katie Keester

Kelly Reynolds
"Hey are you hungry?"
"Kinda," maybe a possible
date she thinks. Even though
in the city of Winona she is
not certain if date is just
another four letter word.

to go out with."

dears), so they often rely on
knowing girls from classes.
"So Big Deal."
"Can I come over tomorrow
night and study anatomy?"
My congratulations go to They do have one major fault
such original lines as:
of using too original a line
such as, "You can make the
foam on my beer fizz." Oh
"Can I get you a beer?"
come on, boys, give us a
break.

is known to us as the old "see
if this babe is wearing a bra
trick." (Take notes boys we
have been leaving our coats
on). This can be refered to as a
contact hustle.

We also have something
known as the semi-contact
hustle. This is where we get
tapped to death. It begins
"No thank you, I don't
We cannot forget the occu- with a firm tap on the right
"Hey, don't I have a class drink," is the common reply.
pants of the 12th and 13th shoulder to get the conversa' with you?
floors of Sheehan. Most of
these boys reside permantion started, "Excuse me, but
"How can you say no to the ently in other countries so you don't know me, and I
"You have a sister that goes
future father of your child- their main objective is to accidently spilt my cup of
here, don't you?"
ren?" This young boy is improve their English which Olympia into the hood of your
obviously inexperienced in would mean after the Levee parka. Could you lend me
husstling and therefore ex- tutoring.
thirty cents for another
"Hey babe, you going my
pects a response. From the
beer?" This become a full
way? If not I'm going yours."
above approach, he will get
contact hustle when he deBoys living in apartments
one of two responses: either a
cides to pay the thirty cents
slap across the face or a beer have a greater variety of back.
These are just a few of the in the shoe. Another really tactics. They can entice us
hustling devices used by original line is "Hi babe, let's with their cable T.V., or they
Winona State boys. Since get high on life together." can invite us over to cook or
Boys, don't you realize we
weekends start on Thursday This in English would mean sew for them knowing how
night here at Winona State, it let's take the top bunk.
much fun we women have go out to bars not for a "one
gives girls -four fun filled,
doing all those homey little night stand," but to meet
people and have a good
glamorous evenings of lischores.
intelligent conversation over
tening to a skipping record at
Morey Shepard boys often
a few drinks? We, the women
the bars. Girls can be heard
just drink with the boys until
laughing into the early hours
In a crowd of 200 at the of Winona, would greatly
ten minutes to one and then
of the morning just comparing
Levee, we might be able to appreciate it if you would
settle for the girl closest to
lines. "The last time I heard
fine one clever boy out of the unite and look over your
them at the time and say,
material and try a fresh
that line I was watching
crowd who will try and relate
"Would you like to see the .
approach.
We could stay at
Gidget goes to Rome and
to our liberated souls by
view from my balcony?"
Moondoggy was making a big
saying a line such as "I bet I home and get the same thrills
Depending on how hard up
you give us when we are out.
rush." Oh come on, fellas, you
can beat you in a game of
the girl is at the time will
may lack originality, but can't
foosball. Winner takes all."
determine whether or not she
you please find new apgoes. Morey boys without
These advancements are all
proaches? Check Doctor Seus.
With passes like the ones
balconies use a more direct
verbal, but we also have you have been using you'll
approach "You've got a great
fellows with the friendly have had as much a chance to
You have no idea what its set; want to go to bed?"
hands. As girls diligently fight SCORE as the Vikings did in
like going to the Levee and
their way to the bar to order a the super bowl.
hearing week after week such
coke, boys pass by, placing
Prentiss
boys
are
left
boring lines as—"You know
you look like someone I used without balconies (poor their hands on our back; this
"Good," he says. "I've got a
can of Chef Boy-Ardee in my
room. Let's go."

stvallg

AT THE

BOOKSTORE
We have just received a
large NEW selection of
the latest POSTERS....Many
will tickle your sense of humor!
METAL with LEATHER

e

SPECIAL THIS WEEK
Limited Stock

H.E.C.C. stands to have more control of all television
production through out the state by concentrating all new
programming at the University of Minnesota.
The students, however, are not even considered. With no
new grant money, most of the students working at college
television centers through out the state will not have jobs
next year.
H.E.C.C's plan says the television centers can use their
existing equipment just for class room instruction. Well there
is a big difference, experience wise, between class room
instruction and actually producing color television programs
for broadcast. And considering the loss of grant monies,
where are the maintenence costs for television equipment
suposed to come from. It looks like H.E.C.C. wins, students
lose.

Is it True?„.
IS IT TRUE?...that a girl from Morton just "dug" a guy she
met from Glencoe?
IS IT TRUE?...that there were a lot of scheduling screw-ups
in the men's Intramural basketball program
last week?

IS IT TRUE?...that if you call the Winona Clinic with an
emergency case, they'll tell you to try again
tomorrow, when it's not so busy?

Second class postage paid
at Winona, MN 55987.

Offices located at 101
Phelps Hall. Telephone
457-2158.
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The plan, to the State Legislature and the commission,
looks good on paper, but after a closer look one must ask who
wins—who loses.

IS IT TRUE?...that Eleanor Roosevelt once said that "Sex is
something a woman must learn to put up
with?"

ATTACHE CASE
Reg. Price $6.95

The commission's plan will also mean that no new television
productions will be produced at the state colleges, instead, all
programming will be put in the hands of the University of
Minnesota.

IS IT TRUE?...that the Vikings have an offensive team?

Winonan

Address all car respondence to Editor. Winonan,
Winona Slate College.

Beginning next July, the WSC Television Center will lose
the services of a full time producer-director and there will be
no funds to hire students for the television crew. In the past
H.E.C.C. funding provided most of the center's part-time help.

IS IT TRUE?...that Mike will never know what a hot jock is,
since people of that sex don't wear one?

cries
The Winonan is written
and edited by and for the
students of Winona State
College and is publised
weekly except lune. July,
and August, and exam
periods.

They're pulling the plug on the Winona State College Color
Television Center. The Minnesota Higher Education
Coordinating Commission (H.E.C.C.), as a result of a years
study, is recommending to halt the funding of television
centers at all state colleges.

E-Z Lays

Arts Editor.

HI FELLOWS & GALS!

Serle Wise

Come down and make a date with
MISS PLAYBOY, MISS PENTHOUSE,
AND the ladies from OUI, SWANK,
CLUB, GALLERY, SIR, GENESIS,
PLAYGIRL & VIVA.
They are lonesome and need to be

Janet Sill

Business Manager
Mark Horvath

3 yr. old Gibson
DS-330 '500 new, yours
for around '225. Yes, it's
a semi•hollow body and once
you touch its neck you'll
wonder how you ever
played the guitar before.

CASSETTE TAPES

taken home and wanted.

C-45 $1.59 C-60 $1.85 C-90 $1.99

Our Card Dept. has all your
needs for Valentine CardsShop EARLY to get that
Special card for your loved one!

WE ALSO CASH PERSONAL CHECKS
(In town or out of town)
MUST HAVE I.D. CARD

Attention
Campus Lovelies
Are you about to marry your
handsome prince?
If unique is what you seek in
your choice of engagement or
wedding rings choose from
Minnesota's only

orktnal stylings.

Ronald Originals Jewelers
701 Hennepin at 7th St.
Downtown Minneapolis

GRIESEL GROCERY

Interested?
Phone 452-4726
Ask for Paul.

410 CENTER ST.

JUST EAST OF WSC

Open 9:30 a.m. -9:30 p.m.7 Days A Week
I
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more moans & groans

Fall's Leftovers
During those sweltering
summer months when the sun
was soaking up the sweat and
perspiring it back down hot
and humid I knew that it was
coming. Only I sat back and
forgot about it while smoking
a cigarette and watching the
dead smoke curl towards the
ceiling as the leaves turned
into leftover garbage—potato
peelings, coffee grounds, eggs
Jells, orange rind. But then
later I had a premonition that
the wind, knocking at the
windows and the door with a
shovel full of smashed halloween pumpkins, candy wrappers, freezer burned grass,
and dust was trying to tell me
something. Naturally, howevery, I dismissed the idea as
a foolish prank by the ghost of
some punk that was run over
on the eve of halloweeen. I
wasn't going to let it ruin my
day.

But then I kind of got this
picture in my head one
evening...after I'd noticed
that the berries—blue, straw,
rasp, black, goose, bear, and
elder—had evidently overstuffed themselves into such a
state of obesity that I
wondered what would ever
happen to them if they were
to clumsily stumble to the
ground...while I was in the

local pub crowdedly spilling
some beer...Well, now it
occured to me...if I was a
school of sardines, feeding
over a sandbar, and the water
froze, I'd be in a yellow ice
cube. I didn't think much of it
and three people, who'd taken
their wet, beer covered coats
off, and had stood at the end
of the bar nearest the door,
were hit with hard, crisp
pickles. It was a close call. I
counted my fingers, dipped
them in the beer, and blessed
myself.

The fear was with me
though, and I shivered while
opening my Christmas presents with the thought of
what my brother had just told
me (we'd already passed the
summer solistice) bearing
heavily on my mind. So I said
a prayer under my breath
that inside the boxes I was
opening there wouldn't be
anything like a frozen finger,
a freezer burned face, or a
frost bitten toe—with a ribbon
around it and a squeeky voice
coming from the bottom of the
box saying, "This is you aunt
Acey. I hope it fits." And so
when the snow was falling a
few days later and I was
contemplating Coleridge and
Sherlock Holmes, and how
they made it through their

Litter control an issue
Dave Kohler

To ban the can, or not;
that is one question facing the
winters by shooting up on 1975 Minnesota State Legissnow, my brother interrupted lature.
me with the redundant obserThe "envirocan," a new soft
vation that it was snowing
and with his constant mum- drink container, features a
blings on how soon he'd be non-detachable gold-colored
high on the lift getting ready foil top, replacing the pull tab.
to come down through it. I The soft drink association has
realised then that quite soon introduced this new foil top to
I'd be in the middle of winter discourage any ban-the-can
hoping for spring and won- action. Environmentalists are
dering why last year I didn't urging the Legislature to rule
realize that spring had really all non-returnables off the
already started until it was market completely, as bottles
two weeks after it had.
So here it is the middle of
winter, with every overcast
day over two in a row equal to
a century, and every cloudy,
blue beer sneering, pointing
it's finger and pounding the
gavel to administer justice
with three day of hungover
depression. And with every
icy step a foot tied to the back
of a toboggan out of control,
and every fall a hand shoving
an ice cube down my back,
and with that snow freak
pumping himself full of alcohol
so that he can loosen his
arthritic movements and. remove the snow from inside his
socks. And with the wind a
snowman standing behind a
snowfort pelting me with
snowballs...I get the feeling
that I should find the shelter
of an igloo. They say that the
Eskimos share their wives.

You know that you have had a bad day when....
you ask a freshman if she wants to see your Dave Bowie
collection, and she asks you why you collect knives.

and cans make up most of this
country's litter. Industrial
spokesmen argue, in return,
that the foil top and recycling
the throwaways will control
the litter problem.
While the non-detachable
foil top is a step in the right
direction, banning the nonreturnable bottle and can, and
increasing the price of deposits would further eliminate
litter. Returnables also require fewer resources to make
and recent studies have

shown that should the can be
banned in Minnesota, more
jobs would be gained than
lost.
Litter control is only one
issue for the Minnesota Legislature this year. But it will be
interesting to see if the can is,
once and for all, banned, and if
by doing so will effectively
control litter. It's worth the
try."
M.A.

What good is the
placement bureau?

A suggestion has been
raised that half of the
Placement Bureau fee be paid
out of the student activity
fund for those students who
register with the Placement
Bureau.
The proposal to pay $5 of
the $10 placement fee out of
activity fund would have
hopefully increased the use of
the Placement Bureau by
lowering the direct cost to
each individual student. The
State College Board Office,
however, has said that this
cannot be done because it
would result in paying one fee
with another fee and both
have been sent up by the
legislature for separate purposes.
This suggestion brings up a
point though—why don't more
students register at the

Placement Bureau? For the 12
month period from Oct. 1973
to Oct. 1974, 466 graduating
seniors registered for placement service. A total of 706
seniors graduated during this
period so 66% of the graduating seniors registered with
the Placement Bureau.
Breaking this down further,
325 of 333 teacher education
students registered but only
141 of 373 non-teaching
seniors registered.
The problem seems to be in
convincing non-teaching
majors that the Placement
Bureau can offer them a
worthwhile service, not necessarily at a lower cost. Placement Bureau figures show
that 62 of the 79 BA
non-teaching majors and 43 of
the 62 nursing majors who
registered with the Place-

Bill Marx

ment Bureau are now employed. This is a fairly
reasonable percentage but the
question still remains as to
how many of these graduates
got jobs because of the
placement service and how
many found jobs on their own.
Placement Bureau figures do
not indicate this.
Another problem seems to
be that many instructors do
not encourage students to
register at the Placement
Bureau. They say that their
own department can do a
better job of finding jobs for
their graduates. If all placement and job opportunities
were channeled through the
Placement Bureau, it probably could do a better job in
finding jobs and placing
graduates.

Success Syndrome
(One of the funniest and most
popular of the American
innocents abroad is the newspaper humorist Art Buchwald, who has been called the
most comic American observer of the European scene
since Mark Twain. His columns for the Los Angeles
Times Syndicate appear in
some 450 newspapers from
Enid, Okalhoma to Israel.
Since January 1949, when
Buchwald began turning out
his columns for the European
(Paris) edition of the New
York Herald Tribune, Btchwald has been entertaining
readers with this spirited and
sometimes irreverent comments on the celebrities and
tourists who came and went
on the European scene. Mr.
Buchwald presently has 16
books to his credit, including
14 collections of his columns
and miscellaneous writings,
two guides to Paris, and one
novel entitled A Gift From the
Boys.)
I know no one will believe
me, but you're just going to
have to take my word for it. I
met a college student the
other day who said that all he
wanted out of life was success
and financial security.
He asked me not to use his
name because he didn't want
to embarrass his parents, so I
shall call him Hiram.
"Hiram," I asked him, "Why

did you decide to take this people wouldn't tell you what
revolutionary attitude toward to do."
"That's radical thinking," I
society?"
"I don't know exactly when said.
"Then she gave me a book
it happened. I was like most of
the rest of the students. I by Prof. Horatio Alger, and I
wanted to tear down the guess no book I ever read has
school, the society, the estab- had more of an effect on me."
"Wasn't Prof. Alger the one
lishment. I was just another
who
came out first with the
conformist, and I never quessuccess
syndrome theory?"
tioned why I was doing all the
"That's he. His story floorthings that were expected of
ed me. I mean a whole new
me."
"Then one day I though to world opened for me, and I
myself, 'There's got to be knew no matter what the
more of life than getting hit consequences were and no
over the head by the cops.' I matter what other people
looked around me and saw thought, I was going to work
nothing but sheep. Every hard and become rich and
student was doing his thing successful. Life finally took on
because someone else had some meaning for me, and for
done his thing, and no one the first time I felt like a free
was doing or saying anything man."
"What did you do then?"
new."
"I discovered through this
"So you decided to drop out
girl
that there were other
of the student movement and
students on campus who felt
become a millionaire?"
"Not at first. But I met this the way I did—not many, but
girl. She was really way out. there were enough. So we
She wore a cashmere sweater, formed a group called the
a plaid skirt and she had on 'Students for a Successful
shoes and socks—I couldn't Society.' At first we had to go
believe anyone would dress underground, because the
like that. But I got to talking administraton wouldn't acto her, and she started knowledge us as a legitimate
campus organization. But as
making sense.
more and more students
"She said it wasn't enought heard about us, the SSS kept
to lock yourself in a building growing. We've been able to
or go on a hunger strike in you radicalize at least 200 studorm. If you really wanted to dents who would rather be
change the world, you had to rich than do their thing."
make a lot of money, and then
Continued on page 5
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entertainment

Flick House Interview
tainment that doesn't get categorize the Flick House
with usual commercial theamuch exposure.
Dave: Exactly, but I'd like ter. The atmosphere is ento add that just because a tirely different. You might
show doesn't have a big name call the interior a large living
or big name actors/actresses room. We've furnished the
doesn't mean it's not a classic. showing room with sofas,
Some of the best movies we lounge chairs, floor cushions,
Paul: What is the Flick show are unheard of by the and carpet on the floor. We
present generation, yet are want people to come on down
House?
Dave: It's a great place to famous in the pages of movie and be comfortable and feel at
home. We want the atmosee really fine, old movies at a history.
small price. Tell me...where Paul: Obviously your pro- sphere to be casual. We want
else can you see great old gramming can't run on the to get away from the unclassics for a buck? For standard two hour basis of comfortable rowed-pew arinstance, stars like W.C. modern feature films. How do rangement we're so used to.
Fields, Greta Garbo, Flash you handle a twenty to thirty Our walls are arranged with
replicas of original movie'
Gordon, Rudolph Valentino, minute film?
Dave: We open at 7:00 and posters and music between
Charlie Chaplin, Lillian Gish,
Harold Lloyd, Laurel and always have an hour and 45 films is provided by an old
Hardy, and Lon Chaney, in minutes to 2 hour show with a hand-crank Victrola playing
movies like Phantom of the feature film and as many old 78's.
Opera, The General, The Gold shorts as time allows. We
Paul: What's the admission
Rush, Reefer Madness, the have two shows, the second at the Flick House?
Dave: The price is a meager
original Dracula, My Little one at 9:15.
Chickadee, and a lot of others Paul: Then the Flick House dollar. Because we are a film
that don't get great exposure is like going to a regular society we have an annual
that are good films.
downtown theater only the membership fee of 250. For
the 250 we give a membership
Paul: Then what you're programming is different.
card to be presented at each
Dave:
Not
at
all!
Never
trying to show is film enter-

Editors note: Last week I sat
down with Dave Tripp, the
owner-manager of. The Flick
House, and had a good rap
that lasted about 2 hours. The
following is an edited version
of that conversation. PB

0

show. When a member has
come to six shows the seventh
one is free. As you can see the
cost is minimal.
Paul: Do you have any
munchies on hand for folks?
Dave: We certainly do, and
at half the cost of normal
concessions. Fresh popcorn
for 200, a multitude of chips
and nuts, orange juice, apple
cider and pop for as litle as we
can charge.
Paul: How do people find

their way down to the Flick
House?
Dave: It's on the east end of
the downtown Plaza at 165 E.
Third, next to the Out-dor
Store (it's a block down from
the Merchants Bank). Look
for the big red and black
painted windows with Laurel
and Hardy on them.
Paul: What shows are
coming up this month?
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Group Shorts
WHERE, WHY, AND HOW
OF THE WHO
(Earth News)—Both as a
band and as individual performers, the Who are staying
very busy.
Bassist John Entwistle will
be making his first American
concert tour with his new
part-time band Ox in February. The tour will coincide
with the release of Ox's first
album "Mad Dogs."
Meanwhile, Keith Moon's
solo album, featuring a
remake of the Beach Boys'
"Don't Worry Baby," will be
released in March. And,
Roger Daltrey has finished
several cuts for his second
solo album, this one to be a
hard rocker. Finally, Pete
Townshend is finishing his
advisory work on the upcoming film version of "Tommy."
The film is set to debut in the

U.S. on March 19.
Bandwise, The Who's manager and record label both
report that John, Keith,
Roger, and Pete should have a
new group album out sometime this year, and an
American tour is possible.
TODD RUNDGREN
TURNS BLUE: Singer,
composer, producer and glitter-star extraordinaire Todd
Rundgren reportedly has just
taken the glitter-rock movement one step further by
dying his pubic hair blue.
JOHN DENVER MAY
FORM LABEL: John Denver
is considering forming a new
record label with his manager
Jerry Weintraub and his
producer Milt Okun. Weintraub says that while the
label's main goal would be the
development of new talent,
Denver might record on the
label himself.

Cowboy Night special wit
Tom Mix and William S. Hart
Anybody who comes dow:
wearing any kind of cowbo•
threads (shirt, hat, boots) wil
get in for a quarter of
admission. The following
week of Jan. 29-Feb. 2 AT(
have Buster Keaton in Th■
General and Flash Gordo'
Chapter 2. We have show:
every Wednesday througl
Dave: Playing now till Sunday so come down, We'r(
Sunday (Jan. 22-26) is our sure you'll enjoy yourself.

Is College More Than Music,

T.M.W.T.G.G. Review

Comics & Skin Flicks?

By tradition Ian Fleming Bond" movie, and 007 certaingives his character "James ly performed his quota of
Bond" three important quali- magnificent feats, but in this
ties. First and much more latest edition of our nearimportant than the other two superhero there was a noticehe must have those rugged able lack of the gutsy dialogue
good looks that are synony- so associated with Ian Flemmous with the name Bond. ing's early stories. Roger
Second he must have an Moore, (a great new innovaindescribable magnetism with tion to Bond fans) as agent
women, and last he must have 007, never got in the great
the knowledge and the use of verbal licks that are autoa thousand top secret devices. matically associated with
"James Bond." What made
Last week The Man With the picture worth seeing was
the Golden Gun played in two very handsome stars (if
Winona at the State Theater. you consider Britt Ecklund
I'm a great James Bond fan handsome) put together with
and have been one for a long some fine cinematography.
time. I've been continually The cinematographer obamazed at 007's magnificent viously had a great time
ability to keep on top of all hustling his camera up and
situations. He's always filled down the China coast.
me with awe with such feats
as outswimming sharks, fightIn the massive jungle of
ing his way through dozens of films produced in southern
assailants, and performing California it's great to see an
tricks in an automobile that occasional piece of good light
would make Uni, Roy, and Al entertainment. Whether or
flip their radials. T.M.W.T.G. not it's a "cut," The Man With
G. contained the three basic The Golden Gun fits that
qualities of a good "James category.

Lawrence, Kans. (I.P.) demands of a few nois'
"The way things are going on students."
our campuses we'll be gradInstructors had to tel
uating people in a few years
who have been enrolled in so students that the courses the:
many trash courses and were teaching were relevan
involved in so much "rele- and as a result, he said, "W ■
vance" that their education began to create courses witl
will be little more than a 1970ish titles and 1970is1
knowledge of rock music, content, and I'm afraid that it
comic books and a few skin the process we taught thing:
flicks," so says Calder - M. in 1971 or 1972 that still woulc
Pickett, professor of journa- be useless and quite irrele
lism, at the University of vant two years later."
Kansas.
.!`There's nothing wrong
Pickett said that changes with discussing sexual more:.
began in the late 1960s and or movies or the urban crisis
early 1970s, when he and but that is what students haw
other instructors ran scared bull sessions for and why
for four years. He referred to they read newspapers and
the period as a time "when a magazines. It is not why they
screaming mob could invade a go to college."
lecture course in anthropo"I'll say that in my opinion
logy and demand the rostrum,
when all of us could bravely we watered down the curarise in democratic conviction riculum, in part to accomand vote to cancel term modate the demands of gradpapers and final examinations uate students teaching here.
so that we could listen to rock We did much of this, too,
groups and meditate- on the because of what we call the
war in Vietnam, when ad- marketplace. We got the
ministrators from coast to message that it would be
coast could be terrorized by desirable to attract students."
FOR SALE

POETRY CORNER

HURRY! HURRY! For a limited time, exclusive to all football fans. Bud Grant's newest
book: The Secret to a Good Rushing Offense." Call 457-3199 to order.

FOR SALE: One set of young ladies leotards. Willing to sell at low price. Call 457-2495.
HELP WANTED
GIRL FRIDAY NEEDED. Must be able to type, cook, sew, and perform other required

Rubber cement and government,
fibers clinging to the vine,
nasal drip is a sacrement, .
and rhythm has no rhyme.
Poetry is poetry baby,
constricted mainly to the line,
death and taxes ain't no maybe,
better make it rite on thyme.
by B & P

tasks. Cannot be jealous. Also should be compatible with the other days of the week.
Call 4572185 and ask for Bill.

MEN! WOMEN! JOBS ON SHIPS! No experience required. The perfect summer job or
career. Worldwide travel. For more information, send $3.00 to SEAFAX, Dep. K-9, P.O.
Box 2049, Port Angeles, Washington, 98362.

PARTNER NEEDED. I wish to practice the American technique of kissing but it is hard
when all you have is a mirror. Please help: Call 4541230 and ask for Manuel.
PERSONALS
MIKE, you are a wonderful, kind, handsome brute. I like seeing you when I shave each
morning. MIKE.
SHIRLEY—you were fantastic. THE GUYS IN 313.
BRAD-1 honestly love you. ROSIE.
BRAD-1 honestly hate ou. ROSIE'S EX.
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happenings
of men & women...

Polling the nation's freshmen: less liberal, yet...

It's OK to live together

Note: The Winonan would like to hear your ideas and
opinions on WSC men and women. The questions and article
- that follow are guidelines or suggestions for topic subjects.

Note: This article is reprinted for the purpose of initiating
A section will be set aside in the February 5th issue for all thoughts and opinions of college men's and women's views
letters and articles. Submit letters to the Winonan office, 101 toward each other, about themselves and about what is going
on around them.
Phelps prior to January 29.

1. Should women be in contact sports?
2. Are you turned off by drunk women/men?
3. Do you like women/men who smoke?
4. What turns you off the most (Eg. Loud mouth, stupidity,
smoking, etc.)
5. Does rough language impress you?
6. Do you date at WSC?
7. Have you ever been asked out by a womem?
8. Should women ask men out?
9. What is the best opening line you've ever heard?
10. What was the best excuse you ever heard?
11. Where would you rather meet a member of the opposite
sex for a date: at a party, bar, or in the classroom?
12. Do you like jocks? (Meaning athletically inclined people)
13. Considering personality, intelligence, physical attractiveness, and general friendliness, how would you rate the WSC
men & women on a one to five scale, five being excellent?
14. When another has been drinking, does he or she generally
become more sexually aggressive?
15. Do you think non-sexual relationships are "better" or last
longer than sexual relationships?
16. What do you think of the Equal Rights Amendment?
17. Do you think girls should be allowed to play Little League
Baseball?

Year 2000 object of
Winona study
Winona: an energy self
sufficient city by the year
2,000? This question is the
object of a study being
conducted by a group of
architectural students form
the University of Minnesota.
The project, headed by Dr.
Dennis Holloway, Professor of
Architecture, is one of the
first architectural studies to
be extended outside of the
Twin Cities suburb area.

The project's aim is to
design, for a city approximately the size of Winona that
is basically self supporting, a
self sufficient system of living
using low energy consumption. The utilization of wind
generated electricity, solar
heating, sewage recycling,
and buildings designed with
maximum energy usage in
mind, will be some of the
students main concerns.]

Winona was
was chosen as a 15 students visited Winona
study area after William in Oct. and gathered informaChristiansen, a member of tion for the study, and are
Winona's Chamber of Com- researching now at the U. The
merce, invited the U of M to class will be visiting the city
extend architectual interest from time to time in the next
around the state. few months.
Continued from page 3
"What are some of your "We sell the Wall Street
activities to get more sup- Journal on campus. We've
porters?" opened a coffeehouse where

"Young people these days understand more about sex than
most older people."
That is a statement of fact-at least it is to 61.4 per cent of
189,724 freshmen on 364 American college campuses who
filled out survey questionnaires last fall on a variety of topics.
The survey is conducted annually by the University of
California at Los Angeles for the American Council on
Education. Results were announced last week.
What facets of sex the youths understand better isn't
elaborated, but responses to other questions reveal some
current freshman attitudes about sexual conduct. (For
example, 46 per cent agree that: "If two people really like
each other, it's all right for them to have sex even if they've
known each other for only a very short time." Additionally,
45.3 per cent agreed that "A couple should live together for
some time before deciding to get married.")
Astin noted a tremendous difference in response to the sex
questions between attitudes of men and women surveyed.
"Men had much more liberal attitudes," he said. "On having
sex with someone you like but may not know well, the margin
was two to one."
Altruism Wanes
"There was a loss of conservatives into the middle every
year until this one. Now liberals lose into the middle. This is
puzzling in two respects. Considering the events and those
who were involved in them, you would predict a defection
from the conservative side if any at all. Not only did this not
happen, but the relatively increasing trend toward liberalism
was reversed."
More freshmen called themselves "middle-of-the-road"-

By Lawrence M. Spears
From Berkeley, Calif.
55.1 per cent, up from 50.7 per cent. The percentage of those
who considered themselves "conservative" or "far right"
remains almost unchallenged from a year earlier.
Eastern colleges seem to have the largest percentages of
freshmen who regard themselves as "liberals"-31.4 per cent.
The smallest liberal groups are in Western colleges-25.2 per
cent. The Midwest has the most middle-of-the-roaders-57 per
cent.
The freshmen still put altruistic considerations before
money, but not by as much as in past years. For instance,
"helping others who are in diffiuclty" was checked as an
objective considered very important by 61.3 per cent, down
from 66.7 per cent two years earlier. "Being, very well off
financially" was checked as very important by 45.8 per cent,
up from 40 per cent in 1969.
Those in favor of the legalization of sale and possession of
marijuana declined slightly to 46.7 per cent from 48.2 per cent
in 1973, but still was far above the 19.4 per cent found in 1968.
Grade Inflation
A larger percentage than a year earlier say people should
be paid equal pay for equal work, that rich people should pay
more taxes, that organized sports should be de-emphasized,
and that colleges should have open-admissions policies.

They survey found that the percentage of black freshmen
dropped to 7.4 per cent from a peak of 8.7 per cent two years
earlier. Percentages of other minority groups were almost
unchanged. Astin concluded that colleges haven't maintained
efforts they made in the 1960s to recruit black students.
High-school grade averages that the freshmen brought to
college were found to have increased-again. "While it might
be tempting to conclude that these trends indicated college
students are getting brighter," Astin said, "recent evidence
suggests that this is not (true). The more likely explanation is
that there has been a relaxation in grading standards during
recent years."

You know that you're a Freshman when you think that John Kane is a character in the
Mutiny on the Bounty.
you can read back copies of
Fortune. We have a stock
market ticker tape in the back
of the room, and on weekends
we have readings from the
National Assn. of Manufacturers Bulletins."
"Hiram, I know this all
sounds great. But is it
possible that this success
syndrome movement is just a
passing fad?" .
"No, it isn't. I know
everyone calls us kooks and
weirdos, but no one is going to
push us around. We've already had inquiries from
other campuses that Want to
set up similar chapters, and I
wouldn't be surprised in the
next few years to see what is
now a minority movement
become the strongest force in
the country. After all, nothing
succeeds like success."

WSC Scholarship
Ball is Feb. 8
Date: Feb. 8
Theme: "Pleasure Island"-a South Seas atmosphere
Time: pre-ball parties-7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
dinner and dancing-9:00 to 1:30 a.m.
Place: pre-ball parties-several Winona homes
dinner and dancing-Kryzsko Commons
Orchestra: Autumn-an eight piece band featuring the big band sound of the '40's. Led by
Mike Tenis, former WSC music student.
Proceeds: to WSC Foundation, a non-profit organization of community members whose
purpose is to provide funds for the betterment of WSC through scholarships for deserving
students, research, library acquisitons and furniture additions for the student union. This
year 23 scholarships will be awarded.
Reservations: students may make reservations through the office of Clarence Currier, Room
215 Somsen. Special student rates are $6.25 per person,
$12.50 per couple. Reservations are due Jan. 31.

CELLARS STONEWARE
A

127 East 8th St.
2 1/2 BLOCKS FROM THE WSC CAMPUS

c/
lAtI VVEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
1 P.M. 'TIL 8 P.M.

CELLARS
Where You Can Order:

University of Minn. Student designers met with Chamber of Commerce Offic
discuss Winona project.

WHEEL THROWN POTTERY-HANGING
PLANTERS-GOBLETS-PITCH ERSCASSEROLES-MUGS
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endings
The hobo: his way

property can be destroyed as
well as the human lives
unfortunate enought to have
been riding along.

The Great Northern Ditty
The old 'bo moans in his restless sleep
as the freight train hobbles like a mountain sheep
down the snake-track trail of the Rocky climb
to the flatland prarie where the dustwinds rhyme
with the all day hum of the heavy wheels
gliding past the goldening fields
which fall away to sunset.

The wreck happens in an
instant. In a matter of
moments a train of 120 cars
which had been flying across
the terrain at 75 mph can lose
half its number to a twisted
mass of steel and wood
crushed and mangled at the
bottom of a ditch. When a
single car leaves the track and
fell and as he swung the first severs its brake coupling with
coat back to his shoulders it the car in front and behind it,
knocked off his hat. With that all cars in the train come
he stopped, uncapped the screaming to a halt. But at
plastic jug, and tipped it to speeds of 60 or 70 mph, one
the hot sun.
car jumping the track is
"I aint never gonna stop almost always an invitation
ridin' this train," he said for other cars to follow. And
defiantly, some of the wine when a huge, loaded fifty-five
still dripping from his chin. As foot car goes plunging down
our train began slowly to an embankment, the car
move past him he stood following it into the ditch
looking up at us, gave a weak crushes it, and is crushed in
wave, and a warning.
turn by the car in its rear.
"Watch out for them trains. When it's finished, the freight
The s.o.b.'s'll kill you if you wreck is a jumbled mass ol
don't watch 'em." As we surrealistic art—with cargc
moved past him he was still strewn for hundreds of yards
waving with his steel arm.
along the trackbed and dozens
And he was right. The of freight cars resting in
freight line can kill and maime grotesquely twisted, painful
as quickly as a wheel breaks, poses.
or an axle snaps, or a car flies
But the tradition of freight
off the track at 70 mph. And in
jumping
survives, despite the
the freight yard, where trains
are constantly being assembl- dangers, and dirt and grime,
ed and cars and engines are and the fatigue of the jolting
continually moving back and ride. In fact, with the introforth, walking down the duction of such advanced
trackline, or crawling be- technology as '-the space
tween cars, or even climbing heater, sophisticated camping
in and out of cars can be gear, easily packed and preserved foods, and an increasdeadly.
Worse than all other freight ing number of young people
line dangers, however, is the looking for a novel adventure,
freight wreck, a lightning-like the freight-riding tradition
few moments in which thou- may be stronger today than
sands of dollars worth of ever before.

of life is part of

Seven engines on a mile long tail
of Seattle lumber and Dakota mail,
Japaneese cars and rods of steel
aluminum bars and a sea yachts keel,
paper rolls and farm machines,
crates of apples and various dreams
of assorted human cargo.

American Society
Myron Nilles
darkness an hour later he was
still there. The engine
couldn't stop.
A year later he was back.
The freight-riding hobo ocHe called himself "Texas
cupies a strangely romantic
Slim," in the custom of
place in traditional American veteran riders who have more
folklore. He's always been
nicknames than colorful storseen as a jolly little man with
ies. It was an understatement,
a curious hat and ragged
really, since he stood about
clothes of assorted bright
six feet tall and weighed
colors, always carrying a
about a hundred ten. He'd
kerchief-colored knapsack
been in the hospital. He wore
dangling at the end of a willow
an artificial arm made out of
stick he's pushed out over his steel.
shoulder as he walks, Chaplin"They told me never to
esque, down the scenic track- come back to their damn
line, out into a rose-colored yards" he said as he looked up
sunset.
and down our train for an
The real rail rider lives a empty door. He then told his
life as tragic as any being tale, all the while trying to
balance two winter coats he'd
lived in America.
One such rider, trying to slung over his shoulders. The
spend a restful summer night temperature was near ninety.
in the Minot, North Dakota At the end of the hook where
yard in July, 1971, headed his hand only was he held a
across the empty yard to a gallon jug of wine. , He was
vacant boxcar where he's angry; Just about drunk.
stored his sleeping gear. Then he began to cry, which
After stepping over dozens of seemed to make him more
the shining tracks he sat down angry still.
"I been ridin' this goddam
to rest, then decided to take a
nap, his half empty Hilex-jug line since before they was
of wine coddled in his arm The born," he said as one of the
other arm was draped across heavy coats fell to the ground
the track. When a switch for the third time. As he bent
engine came gliding out of the to retrieve it, the other coat
Continued from last week.

As the moon ascends the twinkling sky
and a yard light flickers in a sleepless eye,
a wine bottle clanks against a freight car wall
and an old 'bo settles in his night sleep stall
of a cardboard box and a sack of feed
left spilling on the floor
but it's all he'll need
as he waits for another sun.
The night creeps by with its muffled sounds,
barking dogs in the elevator towns,
a pickup bumping down a dusty trail
and the clic-clac humming of the wheels on rail.
a sleeping bag curls on a flat car floor
and thirty cars back there's an open door
with a figure leaning in the moonshine.
The engines turn with a dry river bed
as a brakeman yawns and turns his head
to the searchlight peering at the empty night.
two steel lines are his half mile sight.
With his feet propped up on a handrail bar
he smiles in knowing that it won't be far
before he's home again.
Six miles up in a fast jet plan
a little boy looks through his window frame
at a long white spot on the darkness floor.
he wakes his mother but it's there no more.
she props his pillow with sleep in her eye
but he's still thinking of mysterious skies

and lights that crawl into darkness.

As the morning climbs in the eastern sky
there's a Texas 'bo with a bloodshot eye
who lifts his wine to the new day's sun,
a pint of warmth and his breakfast's done.
He rolls his coat and looks for his hat,
stands in the door and it's good to be back
to Dakota where there's farmwork.
The big train slows down a rolling hill.
there's a city up there and a flour mill!
Semi's groaning on a road nearby,
breakfast visions in the drivers eye.
Two tracks divide into twenty-four,
all the 'bos looking out of boxcars doors
to the jungle beyond the freight yard.
The train pulls up and the 'bo's get down
the old ones running, the young look around.
"jungle ahead" yells "Texas Slim"
and the brakemen watch but they can't get in
to the peach crates gathered 'round an ancient stove,
to potatoe soup and airing clothes
draped on a barbed wire washline.
A freight bridge hunches 'neath the gleaming track
as each car glides across its wooden back.
In the tall dead grass at the bridge's side
a young man crouches waiting for a ride.
armed with a blanket and an air mattress floor
he spies the darkness of an open door
Myron Nilles
and he's gone to Minneapolis.
©copyright 1974

************
This week: on campus and elsewhere
Satori award $50

Senate News

There is an opening on the Student Senate for a junior Senator. Any interested
junior should apply at the Senate office in the Smog.

Ski Frontenac

A Student Grievance Committee is also being formed. This is a new committee and a
new idea at WSC. It will consist of 5 faculty members and 5 students elected by the
faculty and students in an upcoming general election. Any student wishing to serve on
This year the Satori staff wit recognize the winner of the Sylvia S. Bremer award, an
this committee for one year should submit his name to the Student Seante. Any student
annual award of $50 given to the student demonstrating ability in creative writing, and by
The Tri-College Ski Club is bigger and better than ever before. So far our who feels his rights have been violated can appeal to this committee. The committee will
printing a selection of the winner's work. Any student submitting work to the Satori is membership has gone over the 100 mark. This is because we have a great offer for you then make recommendations to the Deans, Department heads, or to the President.
eligible to receive the award.
and the price to ski with us is very reasonable. If you are a member the lift ticket is $2.50
and transportation is $1.00 (by coach, not by school bus.) And if you need rental
There is also an A2C2 committee opening. If interested, apply at the Senate office.
equipment the price is lowest you've ever seen—$3.00. Initial membership fee is $4.00.

S.A.M.: it's rear's in gear
After being asleep and inactive for approximately one month, SAM has decided to
get its rear in gear. All students interested in helping SAM will get a chance to this
Thursday January 23 at 3:00 p.m., in room 324 off the business ad office on 3rd floor
Somsen Hall. Agenda of this meeting will be a Treasury report, President report and
maybe even a guest speaker. We'll surprise you! Most of all the meeting will center
around SAM'S big trip to the cities. January 30th SAM will be at an Advertising Agency in
Minneapolis and possibly at a Federal Reserve bank. Complete details of Transportation,
Time, etc. will be given soon. So if your concerned enough for SAM'S well being keep both
of these dates available. We believe SAM has alot of potential so let yourself go and
participate in SAM activities. If you don't we might never be able to wake SAM up for the
rest of this year. SEE YOU ON THE 23rd of January in room 324. Further information can
be attained in SAM'S den and office, 326'/2 SOMSEN.

New Courses
Maharishi International University will be holding a course on the Science of
Creative Intelligence (SCI) in Winona next month in conjunction with the Winona State
College Philosophy department.
A course in the Science of Creative Intelligence featuring thirty color video tapes of
MaharishlMahesh yogi will be held in Winona starting in February. Winona State College
students who wish can receive four credits for this course from the Philosophy dept. For
further details contact Dr. Robert Sheehan in Somsen, room 118A.
There will be an introduction to this course on Jan. 23 at 2:00 pm and again at 7:30 in
the Student Union, Room D. This introduction featuring a color video tape of Maharishi
speaking on the Science of Creative Intelligence and the Ideal of Education, is open to
the public.

We have overnights planned, Saturday trips planned and other events planned
including parties, films and more parties. ALL AT REDUCED PRICES!! Register and reserve
your place for the next trip up to Frontenac each Tuesday evening from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Deadline for membership is Tuesday evening January 28th. For more information call Bob
or Gordy -2809, Buff -2321, John -2179 or just come and talk to us next Tuesday.

Attention Vets!
To qualify for full-time attendance while pursuing a Standard College Uegree at all
Institution of Higher Learning, a veteran must receive a grade in at least 12 credit hours
per quarter or per semester which are either transferable to other colleges, or which are
included in the computation of the veteran's grade point average.
Such grades in an amount less than 12 credit hours per quarter or per semester will be
considered as proportionately less than full-time instruction, retroactive to the beginning
of the quarter or semester, and must be so reported to the Veterans' Administration for
their determination of appropriate awards of educational benefits.

The Winonan's letter and article policy is as follows:
The Winonan welcomes letters, opinion articles, and
articles of student interest from all readers. Contributions
must be signed.
Contributions should be brought to the Winonan office at
101 Phelps, or sent to the Editor, the Winonan, 101 Phelps,
Winona State College.
The Editor has the right to edit any letter and article for
style and length. It is possible for contributions to be
returned.
The Editor also retains the right not to print any
contribution.
A one to two week interval should be expected between
submission and publication.
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teams and screams

IT'S
SURVIVAL OF
THE FIERCEST.,
AND THE
FUNNIEST.

winona state swimming
The Winona State Swim Team held a meet against the
University of Wisconsin—LaCrosse the Tuesday before last,
but lost by the score of 65-48. Here are some of the results
from the meet which Winona took.
1,000 yd. Freestyle

50 yd. Freestyle

Youngvorst (WSC)
Schmitz (WSC)
Chovanec (UWL)
Wannamaker (UWL)
McCluer (WSC)
Rust (WSC)
Wagner (UWL)
Globig (UWL)

200 yd. Individual Medley
May (WSC)
Bard (UWL)
200 yd. Butterfly
May (WSC)
Wagner (WSC)
Three Meter Diving Jefferson (WSC)
Garcia (UWL)
Johnson (UWL)
400 yd. Freestyle Relay
Rust, May
McCluer, Youngvorst
Schrock, Wagner, Baer,
Kellross (UWL)

11:26.02
13:06.5
11:34.94
11:43.61
23:59
24
24:71
25:05

STARRING

BURT
'THE
LONGEST YARD"

2:16.36
2:22.61

7:15'9:25 STAT E

2:20.11
2:30.68
105:65
171:70
190.35

"There's an
arms race out there,
a population explosion,
an energy crisis,
air pollution,
and runaway inflation.

,

Pictures by Ron Fenno

3:33.92

If you think we're
coming out,you're crazy!"

3:38.55

•

Last Friday the WSC Swimmers were at a two day meet in
Menomine, Wisconsin. It was called the Blue Devil
Invitational, and fifteen colleges were at hand. The schools
participating were Carthage, University of Illinois, Northeastern University of Illinois, U-W, Milwaukee, U-W, River
Falls, U-W, Stevens Point, U-W, LaCrosse, U-W, Stout State,
U-W, Madison, U-W, Eau Claire, Macalester College, St.
Cloud State, St. Johns College, Hamline University,
University of Minnesota, and Winona State.
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ENDS SAT. WINONA

Next the Swimmers will attend a dual meet with Carthage
College, and Parkside College at Kenosha, Wisconsin. This
meet will be held on Saturday the 25th.
SAW

SUN. MON. TUES.

"WONDER OF
IT ALL" •G"

- Watch for information on the upcoming
Intramural Pockets Billards Tournament to be
held on Wednesday nights in February. Further
information will appear in the Winonan and on
the IM bulletin board in Memorial Hall.

NO COLLEGE TICKETS

women s sports
by Serie

basketball
Winona State has been well represented by the Women's Basketball Team this year. The
WSC Women won their first game against the University of Minnesota-Duluth, by the score of
74-38, then on January 14th the girls gained their second victory against the University of
Wisconsin-River Falls. This was another easy win, for the opposing team was defeated to the
score of 69-45. Last Friday night the girls gained another victory by downing the University of
Minnesota. The WSC B—Squad lost their game with 22 game points. The WSC A—Squad won
a very exciting game of free throws by 58-51. High scorer of this game was another WSC
player, Karen Feye with 24 points.

warriors down
southwest state

th a

i ktAIA
.

It*

Southwest State by the margin of 67-52 in a game played at
Marshall. The Wrriors were led by Gus Johnson who had 17
points, 21 rebounds, and 4 blocked shots. Much of the credi t
for this win, however, has to be given to the bench as they
came through in fine form. Werner Giesen came to be the
second highest scorer with 13 points.

ENDS
THURS.
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So far there are about 55 candidates out for
baseball. Practices are staggered from 2 to 5
pm with the running and fundamentals being
held from 5 to 6 pm. Just a reminder that the
Tonight at 5:30 the St. Cloud State team will be present, and on January 25th at 1:00, the first game is set for the first week in April.

CVO ttCS
A UNIVERSAL RE - RELEASE

WILLI EANDCY AREBUDDI ES HAVI NG TH E
LAUGH OF TH EIRLIVES PLAYI NGAMATEU R
COPS ...B UT IT'S NOLAUGHING MATTER!

FOR ALL YOU WARM WEATHER NUTS...just
a little thought. Winona State Varsity Baseball
is now in its third week of practice. If anyone
wanted to come out for it but missed all the
signs and notices, you can still do so by
The Women's Gymnastics schedule for the up-coming weeks is good news for the Winona contacting Al Daniels in the Phy Ed Dept.

Jan Shepard of the Winona State Team took second place in the floor excercise, her score
being 7.55. The first place was taken by Renee McCoy of Gustavus by 7.85. Jan also placed
third in the balance beam competition. Winona State failed to place in the uneven bars and the
vaulting events.

.

XV•,.I _A
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Winona State took the measure of the Mustangs of

Last Tuesday, 14th, the Women's Gymnastics Team had a meet with the girls of Gustavus
The Warriors next play January 24 against Michigan Tech
Adolphus, the final score of the meet being 85.60-64.80 in the favor of the Gustavus team.
at
Memorial Hall - in a 7:30 game.
Gustavus is number one in Minnesota Gymnastics, and ranked in one of the top twenty of the
nation.

State spectators, because the next three meets are being held here. Saturday the 18th, the
girls met the University of Wisconsin-River Falls. The WSC team won 74.40-64.05. Deb
,Hartness of the Winona team placed first in both the floor excercise and vaulting competition.
Jan Shepard was second in the floor excercise, uneven bars, and on the balance beam.

HELD OVER
2 MORE NIGHTS
• ENDS THURSDAY•

Chuck Kjos

Women's Baketball is now entering it's'heavy" part of their schedule. Last night there was
a game against the University of Wisconsin-LaCrosse, and tonight the girls will host the game
With this win, the Warriors are now 11-5 overall and 4-0 in
here against Luther College from Decora, Iowa. Both of these teams are considered conference.
"powerhouses" so it should be an interesting game. On Saturday the 25th, the team will be
traveling to St. Cloud State. Well, This is indeed a busy week for the Women's Basketball
Another milestone for Johnson was reached on Wednesday
team Best of luck girls!
as he tied a school record by appearing in his 93rd straight
game. He only needs eight more games to set the career
gymnastics
record for games played in.

University of Minnesota will be at the Winona State Gymnasium.

I
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news
OMMONWROWWKWW

Dr. Grace Deloughery
is new Dept. of Nursing
Head
Elaine Walske

The nursing department
of Winona State College is
honored to have, as it's new
department head, Dr. Grace
W. Deloughery. Dr. Deloughery took on this position as of
January 1, 1975, after turning
down a number of other
opportunities. She states that
she was very impressed with
the receptivity and warmth of
everyone she met on her visit
to W.S.C., and the fact that
this seemed like a very
forward school was a big
determinant in her decision to
come here.

states that she has always
leaned toward communitynursing, having done research
at the University of Minnesota School of Public Health,
and having been a public
health nurse. But she has also
worked as a hospital staff
nurse.

Dr. Deloughery has held
the position of department
head before, and, in that
respect, had few qualms about
her new job. Neither did she
fear the extensive curriculum
changes which are now occurDr. Deloughery has earned ing in the nursing major.
an impressive list of degrees.
She has a B.S. degree in
Her feelings at this point .
Nursing from the University are that she, "wants to do the
of Minnesoata, a masters best through the process of
degree in Public Health, a accreditation in continuing to
Ph.D. in Education, and a develop this nursing program
Ph.D. in Political Science. She so it stands out as a top notch

program which meets the
needs of student and community." Dr. Deloughery also
hopes to develop a program
for continuing education for
people who are already registered nurses, and a program
that would enable R.N.'s
without a B.S. degree, to earn
one. However, she looks more
toward the future for the
development of the latter two.
Dr. Deloughery has published several books on various aspects of nursing. From
one of these, she quoted her
general feelings about nursing: "Give nursing an understanding of organizational and
interpersonal dynamics. In
this way, the nurse can serve
as an agent of change and
conceptualize a way to improve health care in general,
with a focus on what role she
herself can play."

"You can't take it with you"
is a smash hit
The Wenonah Players
production of "YOU CAN'T
TAKE IT WITH YOU" will be
playing February 6, 7, and 8.
As these days draw closer,
behind the scenes of the
production are very busy
indeed. The overwhelming
enthusiasm of Dean Dephart
and Rom Trampf who are
co-directing is always present.
An outside opinion was questioned about the play, after
watching rehersals and seeing
much work being done.
Mr. Jacque Reidelburger, a
very well known and respected man of theatre design
and directing, was asked his
opinion of the play as it is
continuously growing toget-

her. Mr. Reidelburger, who in
the past has directed previous the play."
productions of this same show
This play, as Mr. Reidelis very well acquainted with
burger
points out is probably
the story and all of its
one
of
the most popular and
characters.
successful of our time. WritHe views the play as ten by Moss Hart and George
"charming, almost a comedy Kaufman in 1937, these two
satire. The play is filled with individually are extremely
comedy, farce, and a touch of successful writers and as a
satirical comment." Besides a team, definitely have a big
very humorous story with smash hit. Not often is there a
crazy goings on, the play is smash hit play in town,
filled with "very colorful and especially one so entertaining
interesting characters." The and full of fun. Be sure to see
flair with which Dean and this wonderful smash hit
Tom "capture the directing "YOU CAN'T TAKE IT
and the characterizations is WITH YOU" playing Februbeing done remarkably well." ary 6, 7, and 8 at 8:03 p.m. The
Mr. Reidelburger stated that ticket office will be open
Dean and Tom and all the cast beginning January 30. Cornmembers, "have an excellent ing next week: a synopsis of
grasp of the spirit and mood of the plot.

The rock groupi—STYX, will appear in
concert this Sunday, January 26, at 8 pm in
the St. Mary's Fieldhouse. Radio stations
across the country are currently playing

New Organization on Campus
to advance philosophy
The Society For The Advancement of Philosophy, A
newly formed organization at
W.S.C., held its bi-monthly
meeting Friday, January 17 in
Krysko Commons. Under the
direction of W.S.C. Philosophy Dept. Head, Dr.
Robert Sheehan the society
will sponsor selected speakers
and films as well as open
symposiums in discussion of
philosophical issues and
topics.

Last month, the Society
raised $300 for the starving in
India as sponsors of a concert
held in Krysko Commons. The
money was donated to the
UNICEF foundation. Winona
City Police, Custodians from
the Student Union and two

careers
(Mpls. Tribune)
The number of college
freshmen planning to become
elementary or high school
teachers dropped from 21.7
percent in 1966 to 7.7 percent
in 1974, a survey showed
Monday.
Other career choices showing a decline include those of
engineer and lawyer.
Choices showing an increase include farmer or
forester, nurse and other
health professionals.

Ric Delaney

bands; Mourning Reign, and
The Delux Jazz Band donated
their efforts to making the
concert possible.

tives to violence. He has
interviewed Mahatma Ghandis family on their concepts of
non-violence. His topic will be
Alternatives to Violence and
the lecture will be open to all
Future events of the Soc- interested students and faciety include sponsoring Mr. ulty.
Michel Johnson, a Ph.D. canidate at the U. of M. in
Philosophy and Politicial
The Philosophical Society
Science and a member of the extends an open invitation to
National Council of the Fel- all W.S.C. students and faclowship of Reconciliation, is ulty to join the Society in
scheduled to speak Jan. 27 at furthering the Humanities.
10:00 A.M. in 322 Someson Any interested persons may
and in Dining Rms. and D at become members in the
1:00 P.M.
Society by calling the Philosophy Dept. at 457-2042 or
by contacting Ric Delaney at
452-4783. The Next meeting
Mr. Johnson toured S.E. will be held in the Student
Asia, Northern Ireland, India, Lounge Rm. 6 at noon, Jan.
and Africa pursuing alterna- 24.

Fewer choosing
teaching

A "family gathering" of the YOU CAN'T
TAKE IT WITH YOU cast.

STYX' first hit single, "LADY."
Opening the concert will be a hard-driving
rock band from Boston, CROSSFIRE.
Tickets are on sale at the Union Desk.

An apology...
The members of SACC would like to apologize
for the cancellation of the dance scheduled for
Jan. 12 in the east cafeteria. Due to the 'storm
of the century,' the band, Rococo, could not
make it to Winona from the cities, and
unfortunately we will not be able to reschedule
them because of their plans. However, on Feb.
9 the band, "Gene Thomas and the Jolly
Brothers," will be playing in the east cafeteria
from 9-12, and hopefully the weather will be
more agreeable for this dance. It will be free
with WSC I.D. Hope to see you all there for a
few polkas!

